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Abstract 

An oxygen-rich hydrocarbon (HC) amphiphile has been developed as an additive for 

supercritical CO2 (scCO2). The effects of this custom-designed amphiphile have been studied 

in water-in-CO2 (w/c) microemulsions stabilised by analogous fluorocarbon (FC) surfactants, 

nFG(EO)2, which are known to form spherical w/c microemulsion droplets. By applying 

contrast-variation small-angle neutron scattering (CV-SANS), evidence has been obtained for 

anisotropic structures in the mixed systems. The shape transition is attributed to the 

hydrocarbon additive, which modifies the curvature of the mixed surfactant films. This can be 

considered as a potential method to enhance physico-chemical properties of scCO2 through 

elongation of w/c microemulsion droplets. More importantly, by studying self-assembly in 

these mixed systems, fundamental understanding can be developed on the packing of HC and 

FC amphiphiles at water/CO2 interfaces. This provides guidelines for the design of fluorine-

free CO2 active surfactants, and therefore, practical industrial scale applications of scCO2 could 

be achieved. 
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Introduction 

Studies of self-assembly in supercritical carbon dioxide (scCO2) have been carried out over two 

decades since pioneering work in 1990s [1, 2, 3], and this field still attracts increasing interest 

as a promising solvent for nano-science [4, 5], drug delivery [6], and oil industries [7, 8]. 

Despite the fact that significant progress has been achieved in the development of CO2-philic 

surfactants [1-3, 9] and polymers [10, 11, 12], most of these species contain fluorocarbon (FC) 

surfactants or polymers, which is recognised as an important chemical group needed for CO2-

phillicity. As revealed by molecular dynamics simulations, this is possibly owing to favourable 

interactions between the quadrupoles of CF2 segments and CO2 molecules [13, 14], and also 

the bulkiness at the fluorocarbon (FC) structures which effectively prohibit interfacial 

penetration (intermixing) of water and CO2 molecules [15, 16]. However, such a fluorine-rich 

molecular design has significant disadvantages for industrial scale applications due to 

economic and environmental concerns [17, 18, 19, 20]. On the other hand, despite only a few 

successful examples of stable dispersions with hydrocarbon (HC) surfactants in scCO2 [20, 21, 

22 ], development of efficient CO2-philic surfactants with minimum fluorine content still 

presents a great challenge, requiring a deeper insight to understand the general behaviour of 

surfactants in water/CO2 systems. 

Among a variety of approaches to obtain stable w/c microemulsions with reduced fluorine 

content surfactants [20-22, 23 , 24 , 25 , 26 ], hybrid di-chain surfactants containing both 

hydrocarbon (HC) and fluorocarbon (FC) moieties have been identified as promising structures 

[23-26]. Moreover, hybrid surfactants have also been demonstrated to form rod-like micelles 

and increase viscosity of the scCO2 medium [24,26], which has potential for applications such 

as enhanced oil recovery (EOR) [7]. 

Recently, Sagisaka et al. [26] have reported a systematic study on the connections between 
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physiochemical properties of hybrid surfactants in scCO2 and the balance of HC and FC 

moieties. By varying surfactant structure, the w/c microemulsion droplets show an interesting 

transition from spherical to rod-like shapes, which is controlled by the chain length of HC 

moieties. However, fundamental questions are still left unanswered: how does the balance of 

HC-FC moieties affect surfactant interfacial packing, which in turn enhances the elongation of 

microemulsion droplets; and how do these systems compare to previously reported 

perfluorinated surfactants [1-3, 9-12]? 

It should be noted that, HC and FC alkanes de-mix due to unfavourable interactions [27,28]. 

Therefore, simply mixing HC and FC surfactants tends to destabilise microemulsions in scCO2 

[29].  

In a recent study [30], contrast variation small-angle neutron scattering (CV-SANS) has been 

applied to investigate the behaviour of hydrotropes (primitive very hydrophilic hydrocarbon 

amphiphiles) in w/c microemulsions stabilised by FC surfactants. Analysis of the scattering 

profiles suggested interesting multiple-shell structures for the microemulsion droplets, with 

the hydrotropes forming an extra HC-rich layer between the water cores and FC film coronas 

at the interface. It is plausible to suggest that HC-FC hybrid surfactants tend to pack in a similar 

way, with the FC chains stretched towards the CO2 bulk phase, and the HC moieties mainly 

acting as spacer groups at the interface. The presence of these interfacial spacer groups 

notably modifies the surfactant film curvature, resulting in formation of anisotropic self-

assembly structures. 

On the other hand, as noted in the literature [30], it is possible to obtain stable FC 

surfactant/hydrotrope mixtures in w/c microemulsions, by having hydrotrope molecules 

interact with the HC surfactant moieties. Therefore, if a suitable amphiphile is added at similar 

concentration to the surfactant, such an extra ‘spacer’ between the HC moieties should also 
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modify the curvature of surfactant films in a similar manner to the HC-FC hybrid surfactants; 

this could lead to anisotropic micelles. 

 

Figure 1 schematics of surfactant packing at water/CO2 interfaces for different systems: Figure a (left) 

FC6-HC4 hybrid surfactants described in ref. 26, and b (right) 6FG(EO)2 surfactants with di-IGSS, the 

co-adsorbing HC additive used in this paper. 

In this paper, SANS is applied to study the structures of microemulsion droplets in scCO2 with 

addition of two different HC amphiphiles: a new custom made amphiphile, di-IGSS, and 

C8Benz, as used in ref. 30. The tail groups of di-IGSS are specifically designed to interact with 

the ethylene oxide (EO) groups of nFG(EO)2 (Figure 1b), which should promote mixing of these 

HC moieties in the interfacial films. In contrast with the C8Benz hydrotrope added systems, 

these favourable interactions are not to be expected between the alkyl groups in C8Benz and 

the ethylene oxide groups in the surfactants. 

The w/c microemulsions were formulated with a well-studied perfluorinated AOT analogue, 

nFG(EO)2, which is known to stabilise w/c microemulsions only as spherical droplets [9]. Hence, 

by investigating the effect of these different HC additives on the shape of w/c microemulsion 

droplets, deviations from the underlying spherical morphology can be explored, and the 

hypothesis about the packing of HC-FC amphiphiles as illustrated in Figure 1 can be tested. 

a b 
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Experimental 

Materials  

The structures of surfactants and co-adsorbed species in this study can be found in Table 1. 

Synthesis of hydrotropes and the FC surfactants can be found in literature [9, 40]. The di-IGSS 

is a custom made amphiphile, the method of synthesis and purification can be found in 

Supporting Information. 

Compounds Structure 

nFG(EO)2 

 

Hydrotrope 
BenzCn 

 

di-IGSS 

 
Table 1 Structures of surfactants and co-adsorbing species used by this study. 

Preparation of w/c microemulsions  

The surfactants were used at constant molarity in a pressure cell (Msurf = 0.017 mol L-1 volume 

20 mL), described below. The HC additives were mixed at constant molar ratio with respect to 

the surfactant (Msurf : Madditive = 2:1, or 1:1) . In practice, the hydrotrope C8Benz was directly 

added to the cell, followed by addition of appropriate amounts of water which give rise to 

water: surfactant molar ratios W15 and W30. On the other hand, di-IGSS was introduced to 

the system in a solution of D2O (or mixed D2O/H2O for CV-SANS), followed by further injection 

of water (D2O or D2O/H2O mixture) to make up the water: surfactant ratio (W) of interest. 
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For experiments with variations in pressure, the CO2 density was calculated using the Span-

Wagner equation of state. For the experiments here CO2 density varies within the range dCO2 

=0.91-0.76 g cm-3 at a constant temperature T=45°C [31]. 

Transparent single phases were obtained for all di-IGSS added w/c microemulsions at T=45˚C 

and at pressures above P=150 bar. However, the amphiphile di-IGSS itself does not show any 

solubility, or emulsifying power in the bulk CO2 in the absence of the fluorinated surfactant, 

which suggests that di-IGSS can act as a co-surfactant or interfacial hydrotrope, and the 

partitioning into bulk scCO2 is negligible. 

On the other hand, with the C8Benz additive, the system appears initially to give translucent 

phases under stirring, but becomes clear on stopping the stirrer, indicating a Winsor I system 

with excess denser water separating and coexisting with the microemulsion. 

Pressure cell  

All samples were studied in a stainless steel cell with variable volume (12-20 mL) and path 

length 10 mm, controlled by a piston with an external hydraulic pump. Once filled with CO2, 

the pressure was measured by a built-in pressure transducer with accuracy ±1 bar. Two 

sapphire windows fitted in parallel allow for visual observations of phase behavior and 

transmission of neutrons. Temperature was controlled at 45 °C by a water bath flowing around 

a heating circuit in the cell body. 

In order to obtain w/c microemulsions, the appropriate amount of pre-weighed surfactant 

and hydrotrope solution in D2O/H2O was fed into the cell to establish the W (= [water]/ [surf]) 

of interest. Subsequently, the cell was sealed and liquid CO2 was introduced, by pumping, at 

relatively low temperature ~ 5°C, then re-equilibrated at 45°C under magnetic stirring. The 

inlet line was closed once the pressure reached 120 bar, and under these conditions CO2 is in 
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a supercritical state. The pressure could be further increased using a hydraulic pump, up to a 

maximum of 450 (±5) bar, which allowed stable w/c microemulsions to be formulated. 

SANS 

Small-Angle Neutron Scattering (SANS) is a powerful technique to study the assembly, 

alignment, dispersion and mixing of nanoscale condensed matter typically over length scales 

1-50 nm. In this paper, SANS has been applied as the primary characterization method, due to 

following advantages: 

1. High-penetrating power of neutrons, ideal to facilitate the use of complex sample-

environment equipment, which allows extremes of pressure to be created and 

sustained for the experiments with scCO2. 

2.  The scattering of neutrons is related to interactions with nuclei in the sample, which 

allows isotopes of the same element to be distinguished with a significant difference 

in the scattering lengths of neutrons for 1H compared to 2H. Therefore, the structure 

of water-containing microemulsion droplets can be confirmed by scattering with 

different domains being highlighted by isotopic labelling [32]. 

For SANS experiments, the scattering intensity I(Q) is plotted as a function of the momentum 

of transfer, Q, which can be described by [33]: 

Q =
4𝜋

𝜆
𝑠𝑖𝑛

𝜃

2
        (1) 

where θ is the scattering angle and λ the incident neutron wavelength, and 

I(Q) ∝ 𝑃(𝑄)𝑆(𝑄) + 𝐵𝑖𝑛𝑐    (2) 

Binc is the background incoherent scattering, S(Q) is the structure factor related to inter-

particle interactions. In this study, the systems were at low concentration in a non-polar 

medium, therefore, S(Q) can be neglected (S(Q) ~ 1). [32, 33]. P(Q) is the form factor which 
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describes the internal structure of scattering particles. Form factors are closely related to the 

contrast of scattering, which arises from the difference in scattering length density (SLD, or ρ) 

between adjacent phases: 

𝜌 = ∑ 𝑏𝑖/𝑉𝑚𝑖   (3) 

bi are the nuclear scattering lengths, which depend on the identity of the nuclei of different 

isotopes as given in the literature [34 ], and Vm is the molecular volume, which can be 

determined from the mass density of each component. Therefore, as mentioned earlier in this 

section, the scattering contrast can be varied to highlight the region of interest, via an 

exchange of isotopes (1H and 2H) for different components in the system. 

SANS measurements were performed using instruments LOQ [35] and SANS2D [36] at the ISIS 

spallation source, Rutherford Laboratory, UK. SANS2D spans a Q range of  

0.002 < Q < 1 Å-1 with neutron wavelength λ of 2.2-16 Å-1, whereas for LOQ,  

0.008 < Q < 0.25 Å-1 and λ is within the range 2-14 Å-1. The path length was 10 mm, and sample 

to detector distance was 4.1 m. Transmissions were in the range 0.9-0.7 over the wavelengths 

employed (see Figure S7 in Supporting Information). All scattering data were normalized for 

the sample transmission, empty cell and CO2 background and put on an absolute intensity 

I(Q)/cm-1 scale using standard procedures [37]. Once w/c microemulsions were obtained at 

the appropriate conditions, the systems were equilibrated with stirring for 5 min before SANS 

measurements were made.  

Results were fitted by the program SASview using built-in form factor models (found in 

Supporting Information), the datasets were analysed over an appropriate Q-range so that 

most data points should have a standard error < 10% (20% for samples in core-shell contrasts, 

due to the limited instrumental resolution against relatively poor contrast) for the clarity of 

presentation and accuracy of analysis. The SLDs of each component were calculated from the 
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density and chemical composition, and were constrained for fitting (ρco-adsorb= 1.3×10-6 Å-2, 

ρsurf= 3.5×10-6 Å-2, and ρD2O= 6.3×10-6 Å-2. The bulk SLD ρCO2= 2×10-6 Å-2 when CO2 density dCO2 

= 0.76 g cm-3, and 2.3×10-6Å-2 when dCO2 = 0.92 g cm-3). It should be noted that the SLD of 

microemulsion droplets was set as ρdrop=3.9×10-6Å-2, by considering the contribution from the 

D2O core, the co-adsorbing HC species and the surfactant layer. 

Results and discussion  

Water-in-CO2 microemulsions with di-IGSS additive  

The SANS data and fitting for the di-IGSS added w/c microemulsions (Msurf : MIG = 2:1) at W30 

are presented in Figure 2. Results obtained from a D2O core contrast clearly show gradients 

close to D = −
𝑑 log 𝐼(𝑄)

𝑑 log 𝑄
= −1 over the low Q regime, which should correspond to elongated 

structures [33]. Whereas for spherical particles, a D = -4 dependence should be obtained, and 

for systems with comparable sizes and no inter-droplet interaction, the gradient should quickly 

decay to D = 0 at low Q regime (Q ~ 0.02 Å-1) [9]. 
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Figure 2 SANS data for the w/c microemulsions with D2O and H2O/D2O mixed (8:2 mass ratio) core 

at W30 stabilised by 8FG(EO)2 and 6FG(EO)2 (both datasets multiplied by 8×) with di-IGSS additives 

(2:1 molar ratio), the data were fitted using ellipsoidal (D2O core) and core-shell ellipsoidal (mixed 

core) form factor models. Experiments were performed at 350 bar, 45 °C. 

The systems have also been examined at core-shell contrast with H2O/D2O mixed core, as 

compared in Table 2, contrast variation SANS shows good self-consistency. More importantly, 

the distinguishable peaks with core-shell contrasts are clear indications of relatively 

monodispersed systems (with a Schulz distribution σ/Rav < 0.20), which rules out the 

possibility of highly polydisperse spherical structures. 

The SANS data were analysed using ellipsoid and core shell ellipsoid form factor models, and 

the results are summarised in Table 2. It should be noted that, by applying the form factor 

model for rod structures, the analyses give similar cross section radii and aspect ratio as for to 

ellipsoid form factors. This is possibly owing to the relatively low aspect ratio, i.e. the ellipsoids 

cannot be easily distinguished from rod-like structures. Nevertheless, the anisotropic 

microemulsion droplets were considered to be ellipsoids, based on the assumption that the 

Q-1 

Q0 
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elongation is attributed to the modification on the surfactant films, which should result in a 

gradual deformation from sphere to ellipsoid, instead of extreme rod shapes. 

In Table 2, the fit parameters have also been compared with results from Guinier analyses 

(plots in Supporting Information), from which the cross section radius (R) and length (L = 2× 

the radius in polar axis for an ellipsoidal particle, i.e., L ~ 2Ra) of aggregates with elongated 

structures can be obtained from the radius of gyration (Rg) as shown below [38]: 

For the low Q regime, Guinier approximation can be expressed as: 

ln[𝐼(𝑄)] ∝ −
𝑄2𝑅𝑔

2

3
 , where 𝑅𝑔

2 =
𝐿2

12
+

𝑅2

2
                      (4) 

And for the intermediate-Q: 

ln[𝐼(𝑄) ∙ 𝑄] ∝ −
𝑄2𝑅𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑎

2

2
 , where  𝑅𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑎

2 =
𝑅2

2
            (5) 

Rchara is the characteristic dimension of the particle, which is related to the cross sectional 

radius (R) of elongated microemulsion droplets.  
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Systems 6FG(EO)2 + di-IGSS 8FG(EO)2 + di-
IGSS 

R (Guinier) / Å 31 35 

L (Guinier) / Å 96 176 

Fitted Ra (±1) / Å 
(D2O core) 

67 95 

Fitted Rb (±1) / Å 
 (D2O core) 

32 35 

Ra : Rb (D2O core) 2.1 2.7 

Fitted Ra (±1) / Å 
(H2O/D2O core) 

57 93 

Fitted Rb (±1) / Å 
(H2O/D2O core) 

23 27 

Shell thickness 
(±1) / Å 

(H2O/D2O core) 

9 11 

Σ × 106 /(Å-1) 1060 995 

SA / Å2 106 100 

N agg 276 501 

Table 2 Results of Guinier analyses compared with model fit parameters based on ellipsoidal and 

core-shell ellipsoidal form factor models for w/c microemulsions stabilised by the nFG(EO)2 

surfactant at W30 (Figure 2). The surface area per surfactant (SA) and aggregation number (Nagg) are 

also estimated based on Porod analyses (Figure 3). 

In general, a good agreement is observed between the fit parameters from the ellipsoidal form 

factor model and Guinier analysis. Based on both analysis methods the 8FG(EO)2 stabilised 

system appears to give a relatively more extended elongation with a higher aspect ratio of 

radii in polar and equatorial axis (Ra: Rb), as compared to the short chain surfactant analogue. 

The interfacial properties of surfactants in w/c microemulsions with the di-IGSS additive have 

been further investigated by analysing the data over the high-Q Porod regime, from which, 

the interfacial coverage of surfactant molecules (SA), and aggregation number (Nagg) can be 

estimated and compared to literature values for related surfactants [9]. 

The Porod analysis is based on assumption of a sharp microemulsion droplet interface, and 
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the approximation that the scattering intensity (I(Q)) at high Q regime is sensitive to the total 

interfacial area (Stot) in the system, as obtained in Equation 6 [39]. 

{𝐼(𝑄)𝑄4}𝑄→∞ = 2𝜋(∆𝜌)2Σ   (6) 

where Σ is the total area per unit volume (Σ = Stot / Vtot, Stot is the total interfacial area, and Vtot 

is the system volume), and Δρ is the difference of SLD at the interface, which can be obtained 

as Δρ=ρdrop – ρbulk. 

 

Figure 3 Porod plot for microemulsions stabilised by 8FG(EO)2 and 6FG(EO)2 at W30 (D2O core) with 

the di-IGSS additive (2:1 molar ratio) as obtained in Figure 2. The dashed line shows an estimation 

of I(Q)(Q)4 at high Q. 

Having obtained Σ from the total interfacial area Stot, and the number of adsorbed species per 

unit volume Ns, the surface area per surfactant molecule (SA) can be estimated as: 

𝑆𝐴 =
Σ

𝑁𝑠
  (7) 

It should be noted that, this approach only considers the surfactants as adsorbed species at 

the interface, since the bulky fluorocarbon chains should dominate the surface coverage 

contributing to the scattering. Thus, the number of interfacially adsorbed species can be 
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estimated from the concentration of surfactant (Msurf = 17mM). However, if contributions 

from the hydrocarbon additives are also considered the average molecular surface area SA 

would be lower than the values predicted in Table 3. 

Furthermore, as the surface area per microemulsion droplet (A) can be calculated from the 

core radius (Ra and Rb) obtained from fitting, the aggregation number of surfactants, Nagg, can 

also be estimated based on A and SA: 

 𝑁𝑎𝑔𝑔 =
𝐴

𝑆𝐴
= 4𝜋(

(𝑅𝑎𝑅𝑏)1.6+(𝑅𝑎𝑅𝑏)1.6+(𝑅𝑏𝑅𝑏)1.6

3
)1/1.6 ∙

1

𝑆𝐴
  (8) 

As obtained in Table 2, analysis from the Porod plots have shown an average interfacial area 

SA~ 100 Å2 per surfactant, which is significantly reduced compared to simple w/c 

microemulsions with the same surfactant on its own (SA ~123 Å2) [9]. Such a reduction in SA 

and increase in Nagg is consistent with a reduction of surfactant film curvature and increased 

anisotropy of the microemulsion droplets. 

Optimisation of di-IGSS induced elongation  

The effects of di-IGSS were further studied with a variation of the conditions applied, which 

could potentially enhance the elongation. 

At first, the 8FG(EO)2 stabilised systems were studied with increasing levels of di-IGSS (Msurf : 

Mdi-IGSS ~ 1:1), and the water contents were varied from W15 ~ W45.  

As revealed by studies with water-in-oil (w/o) microemulsions [ 40 , 41 ], elongation of 

microemulsion droplets can be enhanced with a higher concentration of hydrotropic additives 

at lower water contents. Therefore, by increasing the amount of di-IGSS, a more significant 

effect was expected on the w/c microemulsion structure. However, the SANS results (Figure 

4) have shown quite the opposite: despite the fact that results can still be fitted using an 

ellipsoidal form factor model, the microemulsion droplets at W30 (Msurf : Mdi-IGSS = 1:1) 
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appeared to be less elongated as compared to the 8FG(EO)2 stabilized system with the same 

W ratio but lower di-IGSS content as obtained in earlier section (Msurf : Mdi-IGSS = 2:1, as shown 

in Figure 2). On the other hand, the effect of W ratio also appeared to be difficult to determine 

in these w/c systems: although the aspect ratios were found to notably increase with reduced 

W (Ra: Rb up to 3.0 as the water content decreased from W45 to W22), however, on reducing 

the water content further to W15, the elongation was not enhanced. 

 

Figure 4 SANS data obtained w/c microemulsions stabilised by 8FG(EO)2 with added di-IGSS, at 350 

bar, 45˚C. The water: surfactant molar ratio was varied from W15 to W45 (the datasets for W30 and 

45 have been multiplied by 3× for the clarity of presentation), the aspect ratios between the polar 

and equatorial radius have also been plotted as a function of W in the inset, fit parameters for the 

data can be found in Supporting Information. 

The results seem to suggest that the droplet anisotropy of w/c microemulsions may not be 

correlated with the content of the amphiphilic additives, Mdi-IGSS. This is in contrast to 

analogous w/o systems where a general trend is observed with increasing hydrotrope content 
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[40]. This is likely to arise from the partial mixing between the additive and the EO moieties 

of nFG(EO)2, and in this case, the geometry of surfactant layer can be influenced by an array 

of factors such as surfactant chain length, interfacial composition, and core size, etc. 

In comparison, the effect of hydrotropes in w/o systems, which are expected to penetrate 

through the HC surfactant film and modify the curvature directly, appeared to be more 

predictable [40, 41]. 

 

Figure 5 SANS results obtained for w/c microemulsions at W30 stabilised by 6FG(EO)2 and 8FG(EO)2 

with added di-IGSS, the bulk density of CO2 has been varied by pressure (at 45˚C, dCO2 =0.76 g cm-3 

at 200 bar and dCO2 ~ 0.91 g cm-3 at 350 bar). Datasets correspond to samples at Msurf:MIG~ 2:1 have 

been multiplied by 20× for the clarity of presentation. 

In a previous study [42], it was shown that variation of the CO2 bulk density could result in 

effects on the surfactant films, and even the microemulsion droplet shapes. Here, the effect 

of bulk density has also been examined under a reduced pressure P = 200 bar (corresponding 

to a bulk density dCO2 ~ 0.76 g cm-3 at 45˚C). Interestingly, as compared below in Table 3, all 

systems obtained at reduced dCO2 appeared to exhibit enhanced elongation, in particular, for 

the 6FG(EO)2 stabilised system with Msurf : Mdi-IGSS ~ 1:1 and W30, as the pressure was reduced 
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from 350 to 200 bar, the aspect ratio of the structures increase from Ra: Rb = 2.9 to 4.3. 

In summary, although the effects of hydrotropic additives in w/c microemulsions did not 

appear to be as apparent as those in w/o based systems [40, 41], notably enhanced droplet 

elongation was obtained at lower pressures. This is consistent with previous studies on the 

effects of bulk densities on self-assembly in scCO2 [42], and could be considered as optimized 

conditions for anisotropic structures in w/c microemulsions. 

Surfactant Ra(±1) /Å  Rb(±1)/Å  Ra: Rb MSurf: Mdi-IGSS Pressure / bar 

6FG(EO)2 64 32 2.0 2:1 200 

6FG(EO)2 67 32 2.1 2:1 350 

6FG(EO)2 82 19 4.3 1:1 200 

6FG(EO)2 46 16 2.9 1:1 350 

8FG(EO)2 123 44 2.8 2:1 200 

8FG(EO)2 95 35 2.7 2:1 350 

Table 3 Fit parameters using the ellipsoidal form factor model for SANS data presented in Figure 2 in 

comparison to those obtained at 350 bar (SANS data were obtained from the w/c microemulsions 

at W30 stabilised by 6FG(EO)2 and 8FG(EO)2 with di-IGSS additive at molar ratio Msurf: Mdi-IGSS= 1:1 

and 2:1.) 

Water-in-CO2 microemulsions with C8Benz additive  

The effects of adding a hydrotrope, C8Benz have also been examined in w/c microemulsions 

stabilised 8FG(EO)2 with molar ratio Msurf : Mhydro ~2:1 and various W ratio (W15 and W30), to 

compare with the di-IGSS additive shown in Figure 2. 

As shown in Figure 6, similar to the di-IGSS added systems, a gradient 
𝑑 log 𝐼(𝑄)

𝑑 log 𝑄
 ~ − 1  is 

obtained in the low-Q Guinier region, which could correspond to anisotropic microemulsion 

droplets in both W15 and W30 systems. However, sharp increases of I(Q) were also obtained 

at Q ~0.01 Å-1. This indicates existence of larger colloidal aggregates, and is consistent with an 

increase in light scattering from the sample (translucency). The scattering profiles have been 

analysed with the ellipsoidal form factor model, and the results are summarised in Table 4. 
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Figure 6 SANS data for w/c microemulsions stabilised by 8FG(EO)2 with added C8Benz at different W 

ratios, the systems have been examined with D2O (datasets multiplied by 8×) and H2O/D2O mixed 

cores, and the results are fitted by ellipsoidal and core-shell ellipsoidal form factor models. 

Experiments were performed at 350 bar, 45 °C. 

W ratio core Ra (±1)    
/ Å 

Rb (±1)  
/ Å 

Shell thick 
(±1) / Å 

15 H2O/D2O 44 14 11 

15 D2O 54 21 - 

30 H2O/D2O 60 17 11 

30 D2O 75 29 - 

Table 4 Fitting parameters for the C8Benz containing microemulsions as shown in Figure 6. Analyses 

were based on the ellipsoidal form factor model. 

Interestingly, although both the phase behaviour and SANS for the system at W15 seemed to 

suggest saturation has been reached for the dispersion of water within the microemulsion 

droplets. However, by comparing SANS for systems at W15 and W30, a clear shift of scattering 

profile is obtained for both contrasts with D2O and H2O/D2O cores, which suggests an 

expansion of core radius with increasing water content. 

Q-1 

Q0 
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It should be noted that, for simple systems stabilised by the surfactant 8FG(EO)2 alone, stable 

w/c microemulsions were obtained up to water content ~ W80 [9]. Apparently, the 

hydrotropes destabilised the microemulsions in this C8Benz containing system: despite 

effectively promoting anisotropic microemulsions, the accumulation of C8Benz could also give 

rises to disruption in the surfactant films preventing penetration of CO2 and water molecules 

into the interface [15, 16]. 

On the other hand, by introducing additional H2O/D2O to the systems excess aqueous phases 

were still obtained, then the saturated hydrotropes in the aqueous cores would be effectively 

diluted owing to partitioning into phase separated water. This leads to an expansion of core 

radius. 
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Conclusions 

In this work, effects of two different co-adsorbing HC amphiphiles have been investigated in 

w/c microemulsions stabilised by fluorocarbon (FC) surfactants of the type nFG(EO)2. As 

revealed in a previous study [9], when used alone analogues of this kind are only capable of 

stabilising spherical w/c microemulsion droplets. 

By applying CV-SANS, anisotropic micellar structures have been confirmed in all systems with 

the hydrocarbon (HC) additives, and by applying the custom-designed amphiphile, di-IGSS, 

notable enhancement was obtained in both elongation and stability of the microemulsions, 

as compared to systems with a non-interacting C8Benz hydrotrope. 

Optimization of conditions to obtain anisotropic w/c micelles using the di-IGSS additive were 

also investigated. With reduced bulk CO2 density, notable enhancement on the elongation of 

anisotropic structures were found in all systems. In particular, with a 6FG(EO)2 stabilised 

system, ellipsoidal micellar structures were obtained with significant aspect ratios Ra : Rb up 

to ~4.3 as the pressure was reduced from 350 to 200 bar at 45 ˚C. However, variations in the 

concentration of the HC additives did not appear to give the same effects as seen in w/o 

systems with hydrotropes [40, 41]. This is possibly due to the partial mixing between the 

additives and FC surfactants at water/CO2 interface, as proposed in the literature [30].  

These observations appear to be consistent with the hypothesis about packing of HC and FC 

amphiphiles at water/scCO2 interface as illustrated in Figure 1. This new custom designed 

amphiphile di-IGSS has been shown as effective modifier for the surfactant film curvature, 

resulting in formation of anisotropic structures in scCO2, this may be attributed to the 

following: 

1. Good compatibility with the HC moieties of hybrid surfactants, which enhances the mixing 

through favorable interactions between the EO groups. 
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2. Modest molecular volume of the di-chain structure, which induces notable effects on the 

surfactant packing without disrupting the system stability. 

3. The packing of di-IGSS at the interface may prohibit the penetration of water molecules. 

It should be noted, that the EO groups in nFG(EO)2 analogues are actually a common structure 

which can be found in a number of CO2-active surfactants, such as di-CFn, hybrid CF2-AOT4 [23, 

25], and give rise to favourable interactions. Therefore, the effect of di-IGSS found in this study 

should not be limited to the nFG(EO)2 analogues, but can also be expected with a range of 

perfluorinated, or HC-FC hybrid surfactants. 

Moreover, in a number of studies based on water-in-oil (w/o) microemulsions, polymer 

additives containing EO functional groups have shown interesting behaviour in surfactant 

films [43] and spherical-ellipsoidal shape transitions of microemulsion droplets have also been 

reported [44, 45]. Such polymers may also be potential candidates as HC additives, and the 

effect of mixing with FC surfactants in w/c microemulsions should be tested in future 

experiments. 

In this study, stable w/c microemulsions were obtained with interesting anisotropic structures 

through mixing of HC and FC amphiphiles. This is not only a promising approach to obtain 

micellar elongation in scCO2, which effectively enhances the viscosity of the medium [11, 24]. 

More importantly, strong evidence has been found for a possible explanation for the self-

assembly of HC and FC amphiphiles at the interface. This may be connected to behaviour of 

hybrid HC-FC surfactants, and potentially used to guide the design of efficient CO2-active 

surfactants with minimum fluorine content, and hence facilitate large scale practical 

applications of scCO2. 
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Supporting Information.   

Synthesis for di-IGSS, with characterization by 1H-NMR and aqueous phase surface tension. 

Additional SANS data for di-IGSS aqueous solutions and water-in-CO2 microemulsions, details 

of SANS structural models. Additionally, example neutron transmission versus wavelength 

data are given for a water-in-CO2 microemulsion. This material is available free of charge via 

the Internet at “http://pubs.acs.org.” 
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